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The G.B. Pant Social Science Institute's M.B.A. programme in Rural Development has been earning a fine 
reputation with every passing year. In essence it is imparting training and relevant skills to a number of competent 
and young students and adding to their employability. In view of the demographic profile as well as the current state 
of development of the state of Uttar Pradesh the programme is likely be relevant in various sectors including 
education, rural industry, agro-development and management. Under this programme the Institute has 
continuously organised several events such as seminars and lectures by distinguished scholars in the field. Owing 
to its intrinsically inter-disciplinary and innovative academic curriculum this programme is quite well rounded. What 
is more it is being handled by experienced scholars and faculty. Evidently, the graduates who pass out of the 
Institute have and will find new entrepreneurial as well as employment avenues. It is indeed heartwarming to note 
that rate of placement of the graduates of the Institute is 120 percent. Also the students are getting modest salary 
package beginning from 3.50 to 6 lakh per annum. I am sure, with each passing year and with appropriate revision 
of courses the Institute will gain greater credibility in the study of rural development.

I would also like to emphasize that the notion of growth and development are interlinked. While growth is 
quantitative, the notion of development is qualitative. Thus, it is possible to measure growth   concretely but 
development involves improvement in the entire social system as a whole. This could entail the rise in income, 
fairer distribution of income, reduction in socio-economic inequalities, extension of franchise, universal education, 
initiating gender sensitive policies, promoting the right to earn livelihood, and protection of human rights, including 
child rights and so on. It is quite obvious that growth and development inextricably intertwined. It is not possible to 
promote development without sustained growth. Fortunately, with the exception of a few years, India has 
witnessed sustained economic growth between 5 to 6 percent, at an annual average, after it actively ushered in the 
phase of reforms after 1991. There are even brighter prospects of growth in India with a stable government at the 
centre. With the initiation of diverse kinds of reforms, including policy to curb red tape, gradual reduction of fiscal 
deficit, opening up of the economy and gradual integration of India's economy with the world economy the job 
opportunities in the field of rural development are likely to increase. Similarly, constant movement against 
corruption and existence of parallel or illegal economy will set make additional resources available to generate 
employment and also new norms in society that would value honesty and integrity. I am sure, the fruits of growing 
economy, involving a vibrant manufacturing sector and 'Make in India' project, will certainly permeate in the rural 
sector. As the rural sector begins to bustle with economic activities India will require a large number of trained 
minds, with fresh perspectives on development, to manage the development related issues in the rural world. I am 
sure our graduates will be capable of meeting the fresh challenges in the new era. Let me wish the faculty as well as 
students all the very best in this endeavour!

Our Institute is running MBA (Rural Development) Programme since 17 years. This Programme 
has successfully evolved as a master programme in rural management and development which 
produces well trained leaders and development professionals for rural transformation in India. 
Our students work as change agents in rural India and accelerate the ongoing process of 
development. They have become an organic combination of knowledge and experience, theory 
and praxis, and values with skills which they have acquired during their training in the Institute. 
Our alumni are working efficiently and have proved their worth in various reputed public and 
private sector, as well as in NGOs.

This year students are looking forward for new opportunities to work and help in reshaping rural 
India. We hope they will emerge as strength of downtrodden people. I wish them all the success 
for their new endeavours to move ahead for a New India and wish them a happy beginning for 
rural transformation in India.

Director's Message

Former Vice Chancellor, University of Allahabad
Visiting Professor, Department of International Relations,
Faculty of Social Sciences, South Asian University,
Akbar Bhavan, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi- 110021 

Rajen Harshe
Chairman, Board of Governors,

G.B. Pant Social Science Institute.

Badri Narayan

Prof. Badri Narayan
Director
G.B. Pant Social Science Institute
Prayagraj
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A glance at the life of Pandit Govind Ballabh Pant ji

Bharatratna Pandit Govind Ballabh Pant was born on 10 September 1887, in a village 
called Khoont near Almora. He was born in a Brahmin family. His father's name was 
Manorath Pant, who was a government official, His mother's name was Govindi Bai.

Pt. Govind Ballabh Pant was an excellent student. He passed Middle School and 
Matriculation examination from Almora. He then joined the Muir College, Allahabad for 
graduation. He decided to study Law and in two years, he topped his batch and won the 
Lumsden Gold Medal.

Pt. Govind Ballabh Pant took active part in independence movement against the British 
Raj. Together with Pandit Badri Durr Pande, he started a weekly paper called 'Shakti'. In 
1930, he was imprisoned for several weeks for arranging a Salt March inspired by 
Mahatama Gandhi. In 1933, he was arrested again.

In the 1937 election, Pt. Govind Ballabh Pant was elected unchallenged as the leader of 
the Congress Party in the United Provinces (present Uttar Pradesh) and became the 
first Chief Minister of the United Provinces. In 1942, he was arrested for signing the Quit 
India resolution. 

After India's independence in 1947, Pt. Govind Ballabh Pant became the Chief Minister 
of the state for the second time. He became the first Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh and 
was in the office from 26 January 1950 to 27 December 1954.

Pt. Govind Ballabh Pant died on 7 March 1961, at the age of 74. As Chief Minister of Uttar 
Pradesh, he was successful in stabilizing the economic condition of the state. In 1957, he 
was awarded India's highest civilian honor, the 'Bharat Ratna', for his selfless service to 
the nation. 

Greetings from GBPSSI, Prayagraj!

Govind Ballabh Pant Social Science Institute provides a very unique Masters in Business Administration 
Course with specialisation in Rural Development. MBA Rural Development Programme was introduced in 
the Institute to meet the growing demand of young professionals for those communities which were 
embedded in the culture of silence. With an appropriate blend of practical and theory the Institute trains 
students and provides professionals to the agencies of development for lifting fleet and bringing 
considerable changes in the lives of the rural poor. It is a matter of great pleasure that we have succeeded in 
this direction. Our professionals are working in various leading organisations in various positions. 

As you go through the pages of this brochure, you will get a glimpse of our meticulously designed 
curriculum, field exposures, student driven activities and their achievements. The students have gained 
specific skills like Community Mobilisation, Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) for Micro Level Planning, 
Project Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation during their two years programme. They have also been 
trained to face challenges and find out solutions to the changing complex situation of the rural areas 
through their knowledge and skills.

I am extremely delighted to introduce the Class of 2019 of our prestigious MBA Rural Development 
Programme at GBPSSI, Prayagraj.  I am sure that our students will be great asset to your organisation and 
will act as an agent of nation building. It would be a great honour for us to have an association with your 
esteemed organisation for our final placements of batch 2017-19. Welcome to the beautiful campus of 
Govind Ballabh Pant Social Science Institute, Prayagraj. 

With best regards,

Rewa Singh

Placement Coordinator's Note

Dr. Rewa Singh
Placement Co-ordinator
G.B. Pant Social Science Institute
Prayagraj
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About Prayagraj

Prayagraj is a large metropolitan city in the Indian state of Uttar Pradesh and the 
thirteenth most populous district in India. The city is the judicial capital and educational 
capital of Uttar Pradesh with Allahabad High Court being the highest judicial body in the 
state and University of Allahabad and other technical and non-technical universities, 
respectively. It is ranked the 130th fastest growing city in India. Enriched with a glorious 
history and being one of the oldest cities in the world. Prayagraj has several historical 
monuments from different periods of Indian History.

CULTURAL HERITAGE OF PRAYAGRAJ
Prayagraj is famous for its rich culture and is situated on an island peninsula of Uttar 
Pradesh, surrounded by holy rivers Ganga & Yamuna. Rich in rituals and wondrous in 
worship, this divine place attracts thousands of devotees who take bath in Triveni- 
Sangam during the annual Magh Mela and events like Kumbh Mela.

The place is home to many notable people mainly in the fields of entertainment, politics, 
literature and bureaucracy. Some of the noteworthy people born here are the first 
Prime Minister of independent India Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, Bollywood actor 
Amitabh Bachchan and well-known script writer of Slumdog Millionaire Vikas Swaroop 
to name a few. We have seen prominent literary figures and artists in the field of culture 
and education due to which Allahabad is referred to as the “Literary capital of Uttar 
Pradesh”. Because of its incredible culture and tradition, Prayagraj has been nominated 
as zonal center of North Central Zonal Cultural Centre by Ministry of Culture, 
Government of India.

The city has diverse population but all of them stay with unified spirit. Owing to its 
glorious history and also being one of the oldest cities of the world, this place is 
ornamented with marvelous buildings and majestic monuments too.

SANGAM
It is the confluence of two physical rivers Ganges, Yamuna, and the invisible or mythic 
Saraswati. It is a place of religious importance and the site for historic Kumbh Mela held 
every 12 years. A bath here in the holy water is considered to wash all sins away.

KUMBH MELA
Kumbh Mela is the largest religious celebration on earth and the biggest public 
gathering in the world. The resulting settlement is a virtual mega city! The Kumbh Mela 
deploys its own roads, pontoon bridges as well as tents serving as residences and 
venues for spiritual meetings, and social infrastructure such as hospitals, sanitation 
outlets and vaccination clinics-all replicating the functions of an actual city. The pop-up 
settlement seamlessly serves upto seven million people, who come for 24-hour cycles 
on the six main bathing dates. 

NEW YAMUNA BRIDGE
Also known as Shyama Prasad Mukherjee Bridge, it is the third largest cable-stayed 
bridge in India. The bridge was constructed by the end of 2004 with the aim of 
minimizing the traffic over the Old Yamuna Naini Bridge. The bridge runs North-South 
across the Yamuna river connecting the city of Allahabad to its neighborhood of Naini.

UNIVERSITY OF ALLAHABAD
Famously known as the 'Oxford of the East', the University of Allahabad has always 
occupied an esteemed place among the Universities of India for over a century. 
Established on 23rd September 1887, it is the fourth oldest University of India after 
Calcutta, Bombay and Madras University. It's origin lie in the Muir Central College, 
named after Lt. Governor of North-Western Provinces, Sir William Muir in 1876, who 
suggested the idea of a Central University at Allahabad, which later evolved to the 
present university. On 24th June 2005 its Central University status was restored through 
the University of Allahabad Act, 2005 of the Parliament of India. The Senate hall, the 
Vijayanagaram Tower and Hall are the important historical sites in the University 
Campus. It has diverse courses ranging from Arts, Science, Commerce, and other 
technical and professional courses.

FORT
Built in 1583 A.D., the Allahabad fort is the largest of all forts built by Mughal emperor 
Akbar. The fort stands on the bank of the Yamuna near the confluence with the river 
Ganges. This huge fort has three galleries flanked by high towers. It is a brilliant 
masterpiece with incredible architecture, a synonym of Mughal craftsmanship. Fort 
embodies Jodhabai Mahal, Patalpuri Temple, Saraswati Kund and Akshaya Vat and is 
adorned by huge walls, towers & gateways.

ALL SAINTS CATHEDRAL
Also known as 'PattharGirja', it is an Anglican Cathedral which is modeled after the XIIIth 
century Gothic style buildings in Asia built by British during their rule in India. Designed 
by British architect Sir William Emerson, it was consecrated in 1887 and completed in Allahabad Fort built by Akbar in 1575                  From vol. 3 of 'The Indian Empire' by Robert Montgomery Martin, c.1860
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The Govind Ballabh Pant Social Science Institute (GBPSSI) is a premier Research & 
Development Institute in India. It was established in the year 1980 under the joint 
auspices of the Indian Council for Social Science Research (ICSSR), the Government of 
India and the Government of Uttar Pradesh. Institute focuses its efforts on both 
theoretical and applied research in Social Sciences and Management, particularly in the 
fields of socio – economic and human development, environment, culture, and public 
policies. It provides academic as well as professional support by way of training and 
consultancy to both the Government & Non-Government organizations. The Institute 
became a Constituent Institute of the University of Allahabad, after the University 
became a Central University in July, 2005. Its structure and its relationship with the 
University of Allahabad are now governed by the ordinances of the University.

From 1990s onwards, the world underwent cataclysmic changes and the Institute 
realised the need of trained professionals for rural development. In 2001, Institute 
started the MBA (Rural Development) program to meet out the needs of trained 
professionals. Since then, sixteen batches have been passed and successfully placed in 
leading organizations of development sector.

1891.

ANAND BHAWAN
Anand Bhavan is a large bunglow in Allahabad which has been turned into museum. It 
was constructed by Indian political leader Motilal Nehru in the 1930s to serve as the new 
residence of Nehru family when the original mansion Swaraj Bhavan was transformed 
into the local headquarters of the Indian National Congress. Swaraj Bhawan served as 
ancestral home of the Nehru-Gandhi Family.

JAWAHAR PLANETARIUM
The planetarium was built in 1979 and is situated beside Anand Bhawan, the former 
residence of Nehru-Gandhi family. It is managed by the 'Jawaharlal Nehru Memorial 
Fund' (estb. 1964) which has its headquarters at Teen Murti House, New Delhi. 

ALLAHABAD MUSEUM
It is a national level museum established in 1931 which is known for its rich collection of 
art and is funded by Ministry of Culture, Government of India. The pistol of freedom 
fighter Chandrashekhar Azad with which he shot himself is displayed and preserved 
here. Other valued possession is the Gandhi Smriti Vahan and a library which stores 
25000 books.

ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT 
In the year 1866, the High Court of Judicature for the North-Western Provinces came 
into existence at Agra which was shifted to Allahabad in 1869 and its designation was 
altered to 'The High Court of Judicature at Allahabad'. It is one of the first High Courts to 
be established in India.

Arts Faculty, University of Allahabad

The career begins here

The Institute
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persons. Other than the main hall it also has two additional rooms and one large lobby 
adjoining it. All the cultural activities, training programmes and documentary films 
related to studies are arranged here. It is also used for organizing seminars and 
conferences as well as annual Development Professionals' Meet (DPM). It brings the 
students face to face with global thought leaders, academic gurus and professionals to 
share their experiences.

Classrooms
Theatres of Knowledge

The Institute has spacious, well furnished air-conditioned classrooms. All classrooms 
are equipped with overhead projector with modern teaching aids and designed for 
participative learning.  They provide the most conducive atmosphere for dynamic and 
focused discussions.

Library
Wise's Paradise

A well stocked library is the hallmark of any institution of learning. The Institute has a 
large and modern library that serves as a national collection of books, archival material, 
journals and recent documents for studies, research and development, management 

and ethnography. The Institute's library is recognized as a national centre of 
information and regional resource centre. It has over 50,000 books, archival material 
and documents of studies and research in almost all social science disciplines and 
subscribes 160 national and international journals. The library has access to Indiastat 
and EPWRFTS. It is fully air conditioned with huge hall for reading purposes with 
necessary facilities like computer, photocopier, microfilm reader, etc.

IT Centre
Technology transformed education

The Institute has equipped with latest IT infrastructure, with two Servers, Firewall, Thin 
Clients, desktops and laptops connected with wired as well as wireless network. 
Software like SPSS, ArcGIS, ERDAS, Gram Plus, Libsys, Microsoft Project, Microsoft 
office and Tally 9 ERP are available. The Institute has also subscribed for Indiastat, 

Infrastructure
A good infrastructure plays a decisive role in overall development and growth of 
students. There is strong evidence that well equipped infrastructure facilitates better 
instruction, improves student outcomes and other benefits. The institute is well 
equipped with all the infrastructure facilities.

Campus 
The campus is situated on the National Highway No. 2, also called the famous G.T. Road 
(linking Allahabad to Varanasi). It is about 10 K.M. from Allahabad Junction Railway 
station and 1 K.M. from Triveni Sangam. The Institute has a lush green and clean campus 
spread over 10 acres. It has its own water supply system and also has the water 
harvesting system installed. As a supportive measure for uninterrupted power supply, 
the Institute has installed a 62.5 KVA electricity generator.

The campus is embellished with the statue of Pt. Govind Ballabh Pant as a homage to all 
his efforts in making India free and a better place to live, grow and nurture.

MainBuilding 
It has a architecturally well designed three floor building (approximately 45,000 sq. 
feet) which houses faculty offices, library with large reading hall, computer centre, 

seminar hall, committee room, lecture halls and the administrative offices.

Seminar Hall & Committee Room
The Institute has a centrally air-conditioned seminar hall and a committee room suitably 
furnished for organizing seminars, workshops, symposium and lectures with all 
necessary projection facilities like LCD, overhead projector, white board and public 
address system. This facility is also extended to the MBA (RD) students for presentation 
of their reports, debates and seminars. The seminar hall and committee room have the 
capacity to hold meetings and conferences for about 50 to 60 participants.

Auditorium
A platform for interface

The Institute has a centrally air-conditioned auditorium with a seating capacity of 300 
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EPWRFTS and efforts for obtaining JSTOR through e-shodhsindhu is in process. This will 
enable scholars for accessing all reputed journals online.

The Institute has 10 MBPS 1:1 leased line internet connectivity. The internet and LAN is 
extended to the faculty quarters, guest house and hostel also. Further, the Institute is 
planning to integrate all the isolated computerized units to one platform for moving 
towards ERP solution, which will ensure transparency and security and help in 
managing redundancy.

Manav Vikas Sangrahalaya
Museum of Development

The Institute also has a museum named “Manav Vikas Sangrahalaya” or the museum of 
the development of man which came into being in January 2001. This museum aims at 
preserving and highlighting the folk cultures, local traditions and heritage of our 
country. In this respect it is different from other archaeological museums as it portrays 
the living, vibrant and dynamic aspects of Indian folk and cultural traditions which have 
played a role in the socio-economic development of the country, particularly UP and its 
neighboring regions. Besides preserving and providing sustenance to cultural 
attributes of the society such as tribal and folk arts, literature, sports, local skills etc., it 

also aims to preserve and document 
indigenous knowledge systems in various areas and also tools, technologies and modes 
of production. It has a Dalit Resource Centre, which serves as a nodal base to study the 
rich cultural capital of marginalized communities of Uttar Pradesh.

Hostel
Home away from home

The Institute offers hostel facilities for boys and girls separately within the college 
campus. Caring warden and a vigilant security ensures a pleasant stay allowing students 
to focus on academics. There is boarding facility for 48 students in the 24 fully furnished 
double occupancy rooms. Each room has the accessibility to the internet. The hostel 
also has a common reading room.

Sports
Development through excellence in sports

All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy is a saying which emphasizes that for an 
overall development physical fitness plays a crucial role. The Institute has a well 
equipped indoor games room and a court each for basket ball, volleyball and 
badminton. Sports week is celebrated every year where students exhibit their talent 
and skills.

Mess
To suit every taste

One cannot think well if one is not dinned well. Hostel mess menu is designed by the 
students' welfare committee offering nutritious and wholesome food to ensure a well 
balanced diet. The mess has the seating capacity of fifty.

Guest House
Atithi Devo Bhava

A guest house with 2 VIP suites and 10 fully furnished air-conditioned rooms hosts 
scholars and visitors at the Institute. It has a dining hall with the capacity of 25.

Concern for environment
Solar Photovoltaic system

The Institute installed off-grid Solar Photovoltaic power generation plant in 2014 having 
generation capacity of 25 KWP. 

Sewage Treatment Plant
The Institute has installed a Phytroid Based Sewage Treatment plant of 25 Kilo-litres per 
day. The treated water is used for irrigating its own garden and lawn.
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Objectives

1) To train students to become development managers in the formal and informal 
sectors of a rural society.

2) To equip young men and women with entrepreneurial abilities.
3) To inculcate egalitarian values among students for professional commitment, 

integrity and ethics informed by social purpose.
4) To train students into competencies for acting as effective change agents in 

bringing about rural transformation.

Program Design

The MBA (RD) Programme is designed to provide students a comprehensive learning 
opportunity with intensive theoretical knowledge and extensive practical exposure to 
the rural reality. It seeks to blend diverse learning methods in order to enable students 
to integrate subject knowledge and practical skills with an attitude to view reality in a 
holistic manner.

The main features and the content of the programme are as follows:

1) Immersion Work
2) Course Work

Ø Classroom Teaching
Ø Simulation and Experiential Exercises, Case Studies
Ø Field visits

3) Village Work
4) Summer Placement Work: Training in a development organization
5) Research Project Work

1) Immersion Work

Students are inducted in the programme with an orientation session which 
informs them about the Institute, the MBA-RD Programme, its Mission and 
Objectives. Students are also offered mentorship by the core faculty of the 
Institute. Assigning each student to a Teacher-Mentor is done in the orientation. 
It also involves two weeks long stay in villages selected by the Institute.

Objective of the Immersion work is to acquaint students with village and rural 
living, locate boundaries of a village, and identify physical parameters of 
livelihood and other agro-economic conditions. This also enables them to 
observe and experience the problems faced by rural people and in general to 
develop an appreciation of why efforts for rural development are required. 
Based on the problems identified and needs of the people a plan of initiatives is 
developed. The visit also aims at helping students to develop qualities which are 
needed to establish rapport with people/communities and initiate participatory 
development process.

2) Course Work

Ø Classroom training comprises of 27 subjects spread over four semesters. 
Students acquire knowledge and skills through an appropriate mix of 

The MBA Rural Development (MBA-RD) Programme

There are 6,40,867 villages in India comprising 69% of the total population of India. 
Many governmental projects are running to develop these villages with the help of 
NGOs and other development agencies. The Institute trains students and provides 
professionals to these agencies for lifting fleet and bringing considerable changes in the 
lives of the rural poor through their development activities. 

The two year full time MBA-RD programme was initiated in 2001. Till now 539 students 
have graduated from this course and have joined the corporate and development 
world. The Masters of Business Administration – Rural Development (MBA-RD) 
Programme is located at the Centre for rural Development and Management. 
Multidisciplinary research undertaken in the centre feeds into the programme.

Mission

The mission of the MBA-Rural Development Programme is to build committed and 
competent professionals who could transform rural communities that are embedded in 
a culture of silence into those that can think and act on their own, plan their own destiny, 
control and manage their own institutions, evolve and adopt technologies for 
sustainable development as well as adapt to changing demands of the market.
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5) Research Project Work

Research project is a semester long project undertaken during the final 
semester and focuses on in-depth study on emerging rural issues. The objective 
of the research project is to provide students with an opportunity to design and 
create research project independently. It aims to rigorously analyze and apply 
management insights to complex problems in rural development and 
management.

The research project is supervised by a core faculty of the Institute. A Project 
Proposal presentation is being made by students before completion of the third 
semester.

The data collection is done in the two weeks semester break between the third 
and the fourth semester. Students in this period visit the organization and the 
site where it is operating and/or intervening.

In the fourth semester, students analyze the data collected and write a report. 
Presentation of the project report is made by students before a panel of experts.

Pedagogy

In addition to classroom teaching and use of reading materials (eg. Books, chapters, and 
articles) the program employs a dynamic approach in teaching learning process. The 
following innovative pedagogical methods facilitate in achieving objectives of the 
programme.

Ø  Videos, slides and other materials
Ø  Seminars, workshops, case studies, group exercises and presentations
Ø  Reports and documents produced by activist groups and NGOs
Ø  Field and Industrial visits
Ø  Folk techniques like folk song, folk dance, etc.
Ø  Experiential learning exercises
Ø  Use of reflective methods, learning diaries
Ø  Interaction with village communities

lectures, field visits, practice and experiential learning.

Ø Experiential exercises like games, role-plays, simulations and case 
studies are designed to help students reflect in a group and acquire 
requisite managerial and organizational capabilities. 

Ø Field visits in the first two semesters help students interface theory with 
rural reality. Besides, classroom learning and virtual classes, the Institute 
also organizes field visits to provide opportunity to the students to fully 
imbibe the spirit of the rural life and familiarize themselves with village 
market, land holding patterns, wage structures, cooperative and banks, 
small sector enterprises and local governing bodies. Concepts learnt in 
the classrooms are used to develop one's own understanding of 
challenges in rural society. Students' reports on field visits enable them 
to reflect and consolidate their learning.

3) Village Work 

Village work is undertaken by students in their first and second semesters. It 
provides opportunity to students to live and interact with villagers and 
understand in depth the rural reality. It aims at sensitizing students to the 
concerns of rural people, help them identify the constraints and potentials for 
development in the area.

Students visualize their role as professionals and experience rural living from a 
change agent's perspective. They record their observations and experiences in 
field diaries and also formulate research questions. Students make a 
presentation before the final submission of the study report.

4) Summer Internship Work: Training in a Development Organisation

Summer training is an attempt to bridge the gap between the professional world 
and academic learning. It enables students to expertise the rigors of 
professional environment. The training gives students a unique edge to maintain 
a direct and live contact with organizations, work with the organizations, and 
understand their complexities and challenges.

Objectives of Summer Training:

Ÿ To provide students with an opportunity to apply the concepts learnt into 
real life situations.

Ÿ To sensitize students to the nuances of a work place by assigning time-
bound projects in an organization.

Ÿ To provide students a platform to work and develop a network, which will 
be useful to further their career prospects.

Summer training is arranged for all students with Corporate, Government and 
Non-Government organizations concerned with rural sector, after the 
completion of second semester and before the initiation of the third semester. 
The training is of 6-8 weeks duration and provides a platform to students to be a 
part of the organization and learn from actual practice of the skills required.
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A Comprehensive Curriculum FIELD EXPOSURE

Immersion program

A three-day induction program for the newly admitted MBA RD 2017-2019 batch was 
organised in the seminar hall of the institute from 13th to 15th July, 2017 in which 
students were introduced to the institute faculty and the course curriculum of MBA in 
rural development. The program was chaired by the Director, Prof. Badri Narayan in 
which the faculty members interacted with the students. On the second and third day a 
movie and documentary session, followed by an interactive session was organised 
which motivated students for their new endeavor, which they were about to undertake.

After the induction programme, students of MBA RD were taken in groups to five 
villages adopted as rural stations for the immersion work. They got an exposure of the 
rural setting, people, animals, infrastructure etc. 

Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) 

A week long workshop on participatory rural appraisal (PRA) was organised from 16th 
to 22nd August 2017 by the institute in which Dr. Ajay Kumar from Shramyog, Dehradun 
enlightened students about the approaches, various tools and their utility in the 
development of rural India.

S.No.  Course Code  Subject
1     MBR-501     Fundamentals of Management
2     MBR-502     Rural Development: Issues, Approaches and Policies
3     MBR-503     Quantitative Techniques
4     MBR-504     Computers and Information Communication Technology
5     MBR-505     Rural Economic and Social System
6     MBR-506     Rural Institutions and Community Organizations
7     MBR-507     Communication and Writing Skill
8     MBR-531     Village Work Project –I & Viva-voce 

YEAR – I, SEMESTER - II

S.No.  Course Code  Subject
1     MBR-516     Organization Behaviour
2     MBR-517     Accounting for Management
3     MBR-518     Research Methods and Application
4     MBR-519     Operations Research
5     MBR-520     Managerial Economics
6     MBR-521     Intervention in Rural Settings
7     MBR-522     Quality of Rural Life and Social Advancement
8     MBR-541     Village Work-II & Viva-voce 

YEAR II, SEMESTER - III

S.No.  Course Code  Subject
1     MBR-601     Business Environment: Policies, Acts and Institutions
2     MBR-602     Financial Management
3     MBR-603     Human Resource Development and Management
4     MBR-604    Environment and Natural Resource Management
5     MBR-605     Entrepreneurship Development
6     MBR-606    Management Information System
7     MBR-607     Action Research and Organizing development
8     MBR-631     Summer Training Project Report and Viva-voce 

YEAR – II, SEMESTER - IV

S.No.  Course Code  Subject
1     MBR-616     Strategic Management for Rural Development
2     MBR-617     Technologies for Rural Development
3     MBR-618     Marketing Management and Rural Markets
4     MBR-619     Agri-Business and Rural Industries
5     MBR-620     Management of Social Empowerment  
6     MBR-621     Global Economic Environment and Rural Development
7     MBR-622     Comprehensive Viva-voce
8     MBR-641     Research Project Report & Viva-voce

YEAR – I, SEMESTER - I
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8     MBR-631     Summer Training Project Report and Viva-voce 

YEAR – II, SEMESTER - IV

S.No.  Course Code  Subject
1     MBR-616     Strategic Management for Rural Development
2     MBR-617     Technologies for Rural Development
3     MBR-618     Marketing Management and Rural Markets
4     MBR-619     Agri-Business and Rural Industries
5     MBR-620     Management of Social Empowerment  
6     MBR-621     Global Economic Environment and Rural Development
7     MBR-622     Comprehensive Viva-voce
8     MBR-641     Research Project Report & Viva-voce

YEAR – I, SEMESTER - I
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After the classroom session students in a group of 7-8 members in each under the 
mentorship of Dr Joshi went to apply the tools of PRA to get a better understanding of 
the concepts in village Devariya, Hanumanganj Allahabad. Each group had a recorder, 
an observer, a facilitator and a leader to co-ordinate the group activities This saw 
participation of local villagers too. Students, later on also presented their 
understanding through chart papers before the villagers and suggested possible 
interventions for the villages about which they had gathered knowledge. On the last 
day of the one week session students made presentation before the faculty of the 
Institute. 

PRA Workshop is an excellent learning experience for students because they know how 
to gather information through participatory approach and also work as a team. 

Village stay program-1

A six days  village stay program, which forms a part of the course curriculum of MBA RD, 
was organised from 2nd to 7th November, 2017 in two villages Habibpur and Malawa 
Khurd Rahimapur of District Allahabad where students were sent to study about the 
functioning of Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRI).

After a classroom session, Professor Sunit Singh, Dr. Archana Singh and Dr Rewa Singh 
as mentors provided students with the much needed knowledge about the history and 
the impact of PRI on the development of rural India. Thereafter, village stay of 6 days 
duration was organised wherein students were required to stay in the selected village 
and make a thorough study of the Panchayati Raj Institutions.

Post return, students were asked to make presentation before the faculty of the 
institute and were required to submit village stay report on the functioning and their 
understanding on Panchayati Raj institution.

Village Stay Programme on understanding Rural Institutions-2

A village stay program as a part of the course curriculum was organized by the Institute 
under the guidance of Prof. Sunit Singh in which students learnt different aspects of 
rural development by staying with the rural communities in their households. The topics 
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Seminars, Lectures, and Workshops

Personality Development Programme

The Institute organised a month long Personality Development Programme (PDP) by 
Ms. Naseha Hasan, for MBA Rural Development students in which special emphasis was 
laid on public speaking, inter/intra personal relationship and business etiquettes. 
Visualizing the importance of writing and documentation skill, Mr. Dhruv Raj Sharma, 
Founder & CEO of Logophilia Education tried to enrich the vocabulary of the students 
through Etymology (origin of words). He also taught common errors in English writing 
along with basic Grammar and conducted sessions on public speaking and group 
discussion.

Lecture on “Technological Disruptions: Are we ready” was delivered by Shakti Sinha, 
th

Director, Nehru Memorial Museum & Library, New Delhi on 19  July, 2017. Prof. R.L. 
Hungloo, Vice Chancellor, University of Allahabad presided the session.

Lecture on “Conservatism in Indian Political Thoughts” (10th Sept. 2017)
ndOn the occasion of the 32  Foundation Day of the Institute, G. B. Pant memorial lecture 

was delivered by Senior Political Journalist and Padma Bhushan Awardee Mr. Swapna 
Dasgupta on the topic “Conservatism in Indian Political Thoughts”.

Workshop on “GST and its implication on Social Sector of India”
thAfter the implementation of GST another short workshop was organized on 5  October, 

2017 in which Chartered Accountant Mr. Masalhuddin Ansari analysed its functioning 
and implications particularly on the social sector.

Workshop on “Campus to Company”

Mr. Sashwat, Placement Officer, University of Allahabad delivered a lecture for creating 
awareness about the irony between the campus life and actual job life. He also advised 
students to develop competencies among themselves and to do serious focused study.

Workshop on 'Guidelines for project proposal' on 24th November, 2017 by Dr. Kavita 
Agarwal, Senior Research Executive, Kamla Nehru Memorial Hospital, Allahabad.

National Seminar on Social Empowerment and Inclusion through Education: Role of 
th

Sarva Siksha Abhiyaan on 10  March, 2018 funded by Indian Council of Social Science 
Research, New Delhi.

thLecture on Dhara key Virudh: Stri, Hindi Print Sanskriti aur abhilekhagaar on 24  
August 2018 by Prof. Charu Gupta

Workshop on Communication & Writing Skill

A two days workshop on Communication and writing skill along with CV and Resume 
 writing was organized for the current batch in the Seminar Hall of the Institute on 6& 7 

April, 2018 in which Mr. Arindam Roy, Editorial Director – Different Truths, enlightened 
the students on honing their documentation skill. During the workshop, Mr. Roy threw 
light on different aspects of English Language and guided students on preparation of a 
professional C.V.

to be explored were:

Ÿ Gram-Sabha and its working committees,
Ÿ Organic Farming,
Ÿ Functions of Self Help Groups,
Ÿ Krishi Vidhyalay, and
Ÿ Cluster Housing Scheme in Shankargarh.

The topics were allotted to different groups and the students were assigned the task of 
gathering data in their respective villages. After the field visit a descriptive report had 
been prepared by students and presentation was made before a team of experts. By 
this workshop students generated skills of observation, team work and report writing 
which is very essential in the development sector.

Participatory Action Research

A workshop accompanied by a field visit was conducted under the guidance of Dr. Ajay 
Kumar on Action Research. The workshop enlightened students with the rich history of 
action research and its applicability in the rural sector.

After the class room sessions students were given different topics on which they had to 
carry Action Research in their selected areas. The topics were:

Ÿ Water management 
Ÿ Education 
Ÿ Rural resources 
Ÿ Agriculture 
Ÿ Forest.

Students made a presentation on their findings and interventions in the field areas. By 
this workshop students were able to prepare project proposal and carry on action 
research in the selected field area with the participation of local communities.
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Cultural & Co-curricular Activities

Navonmesh

Fresher party Navonmesh is organized every year by the senior batch to welcome the 
new comers. The fresher party is usually given in the month of July or early August. 
Pulsating ambience, flashing lights, foot-tapping music and free flow of enthusiasm are 
seen in Fresher's party. It ends with a buffet lunch or dinner. It helps the students to 
understand each other better and develop harmonious relationships with the senior 
students.

Fresher's Function Navonmesh  is a much awaited event as the junior batch showcases 
its talent in the cultural programme. It develops interpersonal skills and students also 
learn time management as well as event management in organizing the Navonmesh.

Foundation Day

10th September, the birth anniversary of Late Pandit Govind Ballabh Pant is marked as 
the Foundation Day of the Institute which is celebrated with great enthusiasm by 
everyone. G. B. Pant memorial lecture by an eminent scholar is organized every year 
followed by a series of cultural events. 

This year the programme began with floral tribute to Pandit Pant by the Chairman, 
Director and members of the Institute and also garlanding of the statue of Pant ji. Later 
on Prof. K. N. Bhatt beautifully elaborated the life history of Pandit Govind Ballabh Pant 
and then the Director, Prof. Badri Narayan presented the Annual Report and the 
Academic Calendar for the upcoming session. Post lunch, students participated in 
various activities like 'antyakshari', dumb charades, rangoli competition and won prizes. 
A cultural evening was organized in which the audience was mesmerized by Kabir 
bhajans. The 33rd Govind Ballabh Pant memorial lecture was delivered by the renowned 
environment historian and thinker Prof, Ramchandra Guha on Mahatma Gandhi as an 
environmentalist. 

Faculty

Prof. Badri Narayan (Director)
Prof.Badri Narayan is a Social Historian and Cultural Anthropologist and currently 
director of the G.B. Pant Social Science Institute, Allahabad. 

Prof. U. Kalpagam (Professor)
Prof. U. Kalpagam received her Ph.D. in Economics from IIT Kanpur (1978) and a 
Doctor of Social Science degree in Cultural Anthropology from the Graduate Faculty, 
New School for Social Research, New York (1996). 

Prof. Bhaskar Majumdar (Professor)
He is a Professor in Economics

Prof. S. K. Pant (Professor)
Prof. S K Pant received his research degree from the University of Roorkee, now 
Indian Institute of Technology, in the year 1983. 

Prof. K. N. Bhatt (Professor)
Prof. K. N. Bhatt is an economist by profession and has obtained Ph.D. from the 
University of Allahabad. 

Prof. A. R. Mishra (Professor)
Prof. A.R. Mishra is a Political Scientist and has doctoral degree from the University of 
Allahabad. 

Prof. Sunit Singh (Professor)
Dr. Sunit Singh has obtained D. Phil. degree in Economics from the University of 
Allahabad.

Prof. Govinda Chandra Rath (Professor)
Prof. Govinda Chandra Rath obtained his Ph.D. (Sociology) from Calcutta University. 

Dr. Archana Singh (Assistant Professor)
Dr. Archana Singh has a Ph.D. in Philosophy. She has done her post -doctoral project 
entitled “Eco-feminism: A war against survival of the fittest” under the aegis of 
Indian Council of Philosophical Research, New Delhi.

Dr. Kunal Keshri (Assistant Professor)
Dr. Kunal Keshri obtained M.Phil. and Ph.D. in Population Studies from International 
Institute for Population Sciences (Deemed to be University), Mumbai. 

Dr. Satendra Kumar (Assistant Professor)
Dr. Satendra Kumar has received his Ph.D. from Delhi School of Economics, University 
of Delhi. 

Dr. Chandraiah Gopani (Assistant Professor)
Dr. Chandraiah Gopani has obtained his M.A, M.Phil and PhD in the discipline of Political 
Science from University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad. 

Mr. Anjesh Kumar (Programmer)
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Anant

Farewell Party is organised every year at the end of MBA (RD) programme in the month 
of May or early June by the junior batch to bid heartfelt farewell to the seniors. The party 
is characterized by enthusiastic participation as well as emotional and heart wrenching 
speeches of students and blessings of the teachers.

Farewell “ANANT” doesn't mark the end of students' journey but celebrates their two 
years of fruitful contribution to the institute, their glorious future which will add to their 
achievements of life and their undying and interminable association with the institute 
and the future students.  “ANANT” goes by the phrase i.e. “Once a GBPSSIan always a 
GBPSSIan” inculcating the thought that they will remain responsible towards the 
institute, its teachers and its students where ever they go and will always be weaved in 
one garland like a family

PAHAL “An Initiation for Change”

Students from the Class of 2014 and 2015 had started the monthly electronic magazine 
PAHAL “An initiation for Change” which focuses on the current emerging issues and 
trends in the development sector. Later on, students from Class of 2017 took the 
initiative and have started to get the magazine in published form. This magazine intends 
to bring out hidden literary talents in the students and also inculcates leadership skills 
among them. This magazine is an effective communication tool as it will reach 
professionals and students and provide relevant information to all in a compact form. 
This magazine is expected to spread the message of rural transformation and has 
tagline:

सफ़र क� हद है वहां तक �क कछ �नशाँ रहे, चले चलो �क जहां तक ये आसमां रहे |ु

Achievements 

Winners in Sangati 2017 & 18 at Kalinga Institute of Industrial Technology, 
Bhuwaneshwar

KIIT organized an event based on the theme 'Development through Rural Marketing' 
on 22 & 23 September 2017,  in which four students of Batch 2017-2019 Amulya Sinha, 
Mahendra Pratap Singh, Namrata Maurya and Vishal Kumar Verma participated in 
debate competition, business idea presentation and 'Big Bang Idea' Story Scrapping' 
segment. The event saw competition among students from various management and 
technical institutions all over India. 

thIn the 5  Annual students' Conclave “Sangati 2018” on the theme “ Entrepreneurship 
for development” Ashutosh Kumar Singh and Praveen Sahai made the Institute proud 
by achieving third position in the event 'Marketing Hub'. The other participants in this 
event were Hari Om Panday, Yashita Shukla, Varsha Mishra, Tushar Chaudhary, 
Ashutosh Mishra, Alok Singh, Abhishek Singh and Akhilesh Singh.

Sammilan

The Annual Alumni Meet “SAMMILAN” gives a chance to the alumni of the Institute to 
reconnect with their Alma matter and recall memories. In the two days event, alumni 
and students participate in events like 'buddy talks' where experiences are shared. The 
experiences shared by the alumni give direction to students about the future 
endeavours which they can pursue after completion of their studies. It gives a chance to 
interact and explore future prospects in the rural development sector. The alumni 
participate in the event and share their experiences and challenges in their field and also 
suggest demand for various skills in the sector. SAMMILAN is organised to celebrate or 
refresh old relationships and form new ones.

Sports Week

A sport is one of the most important extra-curricular activities which ensures not only 
sound physical development but also inculcates qualities of cohesiveness, composure 
and sportsmanship in students. It gives an opportunity to students to work in team with 
full coordination and also develops leadership quality in them. In this light, the annual 
sports week is organized every year during winter months for 7 days. Students of both 
the batches actively participate in the events.

The Annual Sports Week-2018 was organized during the month of February for a week in 
which indoor games like Chess, Carom, Table tennis as well as outdoor games like 
Cricket, Volleyball, Kho-Kho, Kabaddi and Badminton were played. Students 
participated with great enthusiasm in all the games and won prizes. 

Cultural Fest – RANGOTKARSH

The Institute organizes cultural fest named Rangotkarsh every year in the month of 
February, a period known for its creativity, harmony and beauty in northern India, in 
order to inculcate managerial skills among students. It provides a platform for students 
to showcase their hidden and inherent talents. It increases the level of confidence and 
also teaches students how to cooperate and work together in team. Students practice 
together for the programmes like skit, poetry, dance, musical plays and then organize a 
beautiful cultural evening in which everyone from the Institute is invited.
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Following were the ideas presented by our students:

  1.  `Women Empowerment through Livelihood Creation, with the help of  
commercialization of Indigenous Products by Tauseef Khan

  2. Hydroponics by Namrata Maurya.

  3. " Eco-friendly paper pencil” making by paper wastage recycling and seeds by 
Ishika Rai and Pratima Shukla.

  4. CROPPER(e-Commerce based Supply Chain Management) by Jyoti Maurya and 
group.

Ideas presented by Namrata Maurya and Tauseef Khan grabbed the 1st and 3rd price 
worth Rs. 10,000 and Rs. 3,000 respectively while idea from Ishika Rai and Pratima 
Shukla was acclaimed a lot and  it managed to secure 4th position. The winners are 
further invited to present their ideas on larger platform.

Winter Internship in Unnat Bharat Abhiyan with MNNIT, Allahabad

Unnat Bharat Abhiayan (UBA) is a flagship programme of Ministry of Human Resource 
Development (MHRD) that aims to enrich rural India. The programme involves 
engaging with neighbouring communities and using technologies for their upliftment. 
Currently 748 Institutions are participating under the scheme and it is being 
coordinated by IIT Delhi. 

Five students Tauseef  Khan, Kriti Sharma, Jyoti Maurya, Pratima Shukla and Ambika 
interned under Unnat Bharat Abhiyan from Motilal Nehru National Institute of 
Technology (MNNIT), Allahabad where they worked on baseline household survey and 
data entry as part of their winter internship project in village Bajha during December-
January under the guidance of Prof. Arvind Agarwal. 

Krishi Sangram at Banaras Hindu University

Krishi Sangram is a management fest organized by students of MBA Agri-business, 
Institute of Management Studies (IMS), Banaras Hindu University (BHU). Chandrabhan 
Prakash won the first prize in photography competition on the theme 'Go Green/Local 

Achievers in Gyan Manthan at United Institute of Management and Technology

An Inter-college cultural fest 'Gyan Manthan' was organized by the United Institute of 
Management, Allahabad on 28th October, 2017 in which students of Batch 2017-2019 
presented a skit on the theme 'the kind of atrocities a girl has to face in our so-called 
developed society' for which they bagged the first prize. The student team comprising 
of Shraddha Shukla (the script writer of the skit) along with Ashwani Kumar Pandey, 
Ankita Singh, Siddhartha Pratap Singh, Ajit Kumar, Ajay Kumar, Rahul Sharma, Ishika 
Rai, Manisha Kumari, Bheem Sen and Nirja Patel managed to regale the audience 
present amind rounds of applause. Another feather in the cap was added by Utkarsh 
Paul by winning first prize in a debate competition.

Again, in 'Gyan Manthan-2018' Hari Om and Ashutosh Kumar Singh won first position in 
Ad-Mania whereas Alok bagged first prize in Art of Start. Students successfully 
managed to bring laurels through their outstanding performances for the Institute in 
the cultural fest. 

Janhit Jagran Social Enterprise Challenge 2018-2019

Janhit Jagran Social Enterprise Challenge 2018-19 was an initiative by Dainik Jagran to 
nurture ideas and social enterprises working to address challenges in 7 key domains of 
development – education, environment, health, poverty alleviation, water, women 
empowerment and human resource management. 

It was launched in 2015 and its first winners were felicitated by Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi. Since then the initiative has evolved from being an annual award to an incubation 
platform and now offers funding up to Rupees 4 crore.

Our students participated in this challenge with great enthusiasm and zeal and their 
endeavours emanated in selection of 4 ideas for final presentation. The presentation 
was held in the seminar hall of our institute on 12th November,2018.Students from 
different colleges and institutions enriched the competition, putting their best foot 
forward by presenting their ideas in the most efficient and analytical nanner. 
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Indian Market'. Another student Tauseef Khan participated in the Parliamentary debate 
and secured the first position which was on the topic 'Future of crypto Currency: Should 
India accept it or not?'.  The event served an excellent learning experience for students 
as they got chance to present their views through debate and also portraying their 
photography skill on a platform like Krishi Sangram. 

Kumbh Sewa Mitra in Kumbh Mela- 2019

As Allahabad prepares to roll out the red carpet to welcome the world for the Kumbh 
Mela 2019, young volunteers will be the face and backbone of the event. Keeping this in 
mind, the Prayagraj Mela Pradhikaran, Government of Uttar Pradesh kickstarted the 
Volunteer Engagement Programme on 13th September 2018. Titled the 'Kumbh 
Sevamitra', this programme is focussed on mobilising and engaging the youth for the 
event. The first pit stop of this event was Govind Ballabh Pant Social Science Institute, 
Prayagraj. The volunteers enrolled in the Kumbh Sevamitra Programme will work in five 
different departments in different roles  like  Prayagraj Mela Pradhikaran for Boat 
Management, Tent Services and Ghat Management roles; KumbhMela Police 
Department for Traffic & Movement Management, Crowd Control and Lost & Found 
Services; Health Department for Health Services; Tourism Department for Tourist 
Guides and Tourist Services Management and Media and information Department for 
Press and Media Services Management.

Two of our students, AbhishekYadav & AmulyaSinha from MBA-RD Batch 2017-2019 are 
selected as Kumbh Sewa Mitra- 2019.
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MBA-RD Class of 2019
PARMARTH

PANI

NEG-FIRE

Grameen Development
Services  FES

DRISHTEE

CECOEDECON

Chinmaya Orgnization 
for rural development 

CARD
ICICI Foundation
People's Science Institute 
Tata Power
NTPC
Kotak Mahindra Bank ltd
IFFCO
Kaushalya Foundation
BIT XOXO
Bhartiya Micro Credit
Niryas Food Product Private ltd
Sarthak Educational Trust
Humana People to people India 
Microfinance 
Reliance Foundation
S M Sehgal Foundation
Shramyog
Arunodaya Sansthan, Bundelkhand
Ashtha

PLACEMENT PROCEDURE

Invitations are sent to companies/ 
organizations with the placement 
brochure & job response form (JRF).

1.  Company /organization may fill 
the JRF & send it by e-mail/post 

   to the Placement Officer or 
simply dial 09415140816 for pre- 

   placement    discussion.

2.  Information provided by the 
company will be made available 
to students. I    nterested students 
register themselves.

3.  The company/ organization 
could confirm or negotiate the 

   dates with the     Placement Office.

4.  R e s u m e s  o f  i n t e r e s t e d 
candidates are made available for 
the company on t    heir asking.

5.  S h o r t  l i s t e d  s t u d e n t s  a r e 
notified.

After  complet ion of  select ion 
procedure on campus, the company 
is requested to announce the final list 
of students on the same day.

FES
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Name        :   Ajit kumar
Qualification     :   B.Com
University      :   Allahabad University
Email        :   ajit.arora03@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   3/3/1997.
Area of Interest   :    Corporate social responsibility, Entrepreneurship
                development, Environmental agriculture, Skill   
             development
Competency    :   Leader, team work, innovativeness
Project        :  [Winter Internship] Non-Voilence Communication and 
             Collaborative solution.
             Organisation :  Ahimsagram (Jaipur )
             [Summer Internship] Critical Analysis of SHG
             Organisation :  Shivalik Merchantile Co-operative Bank

Name        :   Ambika
Qualification     :   M.Com
University      :   Chatrapati Shahu ji Maharaj, Kanpur University
Email        :   toambikas@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   1/6/1994.
Area of Interest   :   Micro finance, education , women empowerment
Competency    :   Honesty, hard working , team spirit and accepting  
             challenges. 
Project        :   [Winter Internship] Joined Unnat Bharat Abhiyan, 
             MHRD            , Govt. of India
             Organisation :  MNNIT Allahabad
             [Summer Internship] Tribal development resource unit
             Organisation :Aastha organization

Name        :   Amulya Sinha 
Qualification     :   B.Com
University      :   University of Allahabad 
Email        :   amulyasinha123@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   9/17/1996.
Area of Interest   :   NGO, Microfinance Institutions and Company CSR
Competency    :   Documentation, SPSS, good communication 
Project        :  [Winter Internship] Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojna 
             Organisation :  Arunima Foundation 
             [Summer Internship]  Agri-business 
             Organisation :  Sewa International 

Name        :  Abhishek Tiwari
Qualification     :   Bachelor of Technology (EEE)
University      :   Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Technical University,              
             Lucknow
Email        :   abhisheken1009@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   4/30/1995.
Area of Interest   :   Micro Finance, CSR, Social Work
Competency    :   Team Work, Responsibility, Adaptability,              
             Leadership,             Microsoft Office
Project        :   [Summer Internship] To Set up a Credit,              
             Banking             Correspondent & 5S Model of SCNL's              
             Microfinance             business
             Organisation : Satin Creditcare Network Limited 

Name        :   Abhishek Yadav
Qualification     :   Bachelor Of Technology
University      :   Shri Ramswaroop Memorial University
Email        :   abyadav2593@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   5/5/1994.
Area of Interest   :   MFI , CSR
Competency    :   Punctual , Patient , Leadership , Adaptive , Team Player , 
              Sound Articulation  & Documentation skills
Project        :  [Summer Internship]  Contributing factors and parental 
             attitude towards  dropout students in Primary School of 
             Rural Rajasthan
             Organisation : Urmul Seemant Samiti 
Work Experience  :   One Year and Six months work experience as Service
             Engineer at JK Tyre and Industries Limited

Name        :   Ajay Kumar
Qualification     :   B.Com
University      :   University Of Allahabad
Email        :   ajju0236@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   10/27/1990.
Area of Interest   :   Banking, Microfinance, NGO (Livelihood), CSR
Competency    :   Effective Communication, Command On Ms-Office,
              PRA, Household Survey, Report Writing, Preparation
               Of Maps, Leadership Quality, Hard Working, Punctual
               and Open to Learning.
Project        :  [Winter Internship]  Worked For SHG And Livelihood
             Organisation :  Shramyog, (Almora)
             [Summer Internship] :  Revival of Spring
             Organisation: PSI (People's Science Institute,)  
             Dehradoon
Work Experience   :   Worked As A Sales Executive (Insurance) 
             In Saraswati Hero (Allahabad)
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Name        :   Ayushi Sahu
Qualification     :   Development studies
University      :   University of Allahabad
Email        :   ayushialld1995@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   2/9/1995.
Area of Interest   :   Microfinance, CSR, women empowerment, education
Competency     :   Report writing, good communication skills, hardworking  
             and adaptable
Project        :  [Winter Internship] Impact assessment of Cordet
             Organisation : Motilal Nehru Farmers training institute,   
             Phulpur,  Allahabad (CORDET)
             [Summer Internship] Spring shed development    
             Organisation :  Shramyog

Name        :   Bal krishna 
Qualification     :   Bachelor of Science (Maths) 
University      :   CSJM (University Of Kanpur) 
Email        :   flyingkrishna995@gmail.com 
Date of birth     :   3/30/1995.
Area of Interest   :   Education, Skill development, CSR, Microfinance 
Competency    :   Leadership skills, teamwork, quick learner, dedicated  
             towards work 
Project        :  [Winter Internship]  Analyse the operation and limitations  
             of microfinance institutions 
             Organisation : Sonata Finance Private Limited 
             [Summer Internship] Interventions in livelihoods 
             Organisation : People's Science Institute 

Name        :   Bheem Sen
Qualification     :   B.Com, LL.B.
University      :   University of Allahabad
Email        :   bhms360@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   7/13/1990.
Area of Interest   :   Microfinance, livelihood, Agribusiness, CSR, Child &  
             Women rights, Sanitation & Health.
Competency    :   Tally.ERP 9,DTP, effective communication, presentation  
             skill, leadership quality, eager to learn.
Project        :  [Winter Internship] SHG & Livelihood
             Organisation :  Shramyog Uttarakhand
             [Summer Internship]  5S project
             Organisation : Satin Creditcare Network Limited, 
             Gurugram,Haryana

Name        :   Ankita Kumari Singh
Qualification     :   B. Sc
University      :   C.S.J.M Kanpur University
Email        :   ankitasinghangel698@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   4/4/1995.
Area of Interest   :   Corporate social responsibility, Microfinance,             
             Environment, Entrepreneurship, Agriculture.  
Competency    :    Team work, Decision Making, Innovativeness, Adaptable,
                MS office, Motivational.
Project        :   [Summer Internship] School dropouts and child Marriage
             Organisation  :  URMUL SEEMANT SAMITI 

Name        :   Ankita Singh 
Qualification     :   Bachelor of Commerce 
University      :   Allahabad University 
Email        :   ankitaindu1219@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   2/21/1995.
Area of Interest   :   Corporate social responsibility, microfinance and
                entrepreneurship development 
Competency    :   Leadership, team work, communication and creativity
Project        :   [Winter Internship] How microfinance is linked with rural  
             development
             Organisation :  Cashpor micro credit (Varanasi)
             [Summer Internship]  Revival of Spring 
             Organisation :  People's Science Institute, (Dehradun)

Name        :   Ashwani Kumar Pandey 
Qualification     :   B. Com
University      :   SHIATS Naini, Allahabad
Email        :   ashwanip526@gmail
Date of birth     :   7/19/1996.
Area of Interest   :   Women empowerment,  livelihoods,  education 
Competency    :   Team leader, adaptability of environment,  good writing
                and communication skill
Project        :   [Winter Internship] Women empowerment and l ivelihood 
             Organisation :  Cashpor micro credit  
             [Summer Internship]  Understanding working of operation  
             department and finding deviation if any. 
             Organisation :  Spandana Spoorthy Financial limited 
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Area of Interest   :   Women empowerment,  livelihoods,  education 
Competency    :   Team leader, adaptability of environment,  good writing
                and communication skill
Project        :   [Winter Internship] Women empowerment and l ivelihood 
             Organisation :  Cashpor micro credit  
             [Summer Internship]  Understanding working of operation  
             department and finding deviation if any. 
             Organisation :  Spandana Spoorthy Financial limited 
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Name        :   Jyoti Maurya
Qualification     :   B.Tech (CSE)
University      :   A.P.J. Kalam Tech University
Email        :   jyotimaurya111@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   11/11/1994.
Area of Interest   :   Microfinance, SHG, women empowerment, CSR
Competency    :   Hardworking, reliable, team work
Project        :  [ Winter Internship] Worked as volunteer in Unnat
                Bharat Abhiyan, MHRD
             Organisation Name :  MNNIT Allahabad
             [Summer Internship] Worked on Tribal Development  
             Resource Unit
             Organisation : Aastha Sansthan

Name        :   Kriti Sharma
Qualification     :   B.A.University:  
University      :   University of Allahabad (Ewing Christian College) 
Email        :   sharmakriti949@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   9/20/1994.
Area of Interest   :   Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), Education, 
             Women empowerment & Environment.
Competency    :   Documentation, adaptability, learning ability, h              ard working     
             & a pragmatic attitude towards life.
Project        :   [Winter Internship] Baseline Household Survey & Data  
             entry under Unnat Bharat Abhiyan, a flagship programme  
             of MHRD, Government of India.
             Organisation      :   Motilal Nehru National Institute of  
             Technology (MNNIT), Allahabad
             [Summer Internship]: Documentation for Village Action  
             Plan & Village Baseline Survey for Bread for World (BroT)  
             under Tribal Development Resource Unit (TDRU) 
             Organisation : Astha Foundation, Udaipur, Rajasthan

Name        :   Mahendra Pratap Singh
Qualification     :   B.Tech
University      :   G.B.T.U
Email        :   mahendrasingh4788@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   4/7/1988.
Area of Interest   :   MFI, Supply Chain Management, CSR, NGO
Competency    :   Documentation, communication, Teamwork
Project        :  [Winter Internship] Water and sanitation
             Organisation : PSI
             [Summer Internship] Agri business
             Organisation : Sewa international

Name        :   Chandrabhan prakash
Qualification     :   B.C.A
University      :   C.S.J.M Kanpur
Email        :   bhansdns31@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   7/5/1994.
Area of Interest   :   Microfinance, CSR, Skill development
Competency    :   Photography, good communication skill
Project        :   [Winter Internship] Market outlet survey (Gap and 
             Opportunity assessment)
             Organisation : People's science institute, Dehradun
             [Summer Internship] Education (Youth career counseling)
             Organisation :  PRAYAS , Gandhinagar Gujrat

Name        :   Devendra Tripathi 
Qualification     :   B.Sc.
University      :    Allahabad University 
Email        :   devsagar1008.tripathi@gmail.com 
Date of birth     :   12/28/1996.
Area of Interest   :   MFI, CSR, Skill Development 
Competency    :   Team work, adaptability
Project        :  [Winter Internship] SHG Model (conservation of natural 
             resources)
             Organisation : SHRAMYOG 
             [Summer Internship] : Critical analysis and scope of SHG    
             model
             Organisation : Shivalik Mercantile co-operative bank 

Name        :   Ishika Rai
Qualification     :   Bachelors in Business Administration 
University      :   Mahatma Gandhi Kashi  Vidyapeeth, Varanasi
Email        :   ishikas128@gmail.com 
Date of birth     :   10/3/1996.
Area of Interest   :   Microfinance, CSR, health, women empowerment 
Competency    :   Team work, hard working, ability to learn & co-ordinate,  
             flexibility
Project        :   [Winter Internship] Employee's provident fund
                (bonus and claim department)
             Organisation : Cashpor micro credit, Varanasi 
             [Summer Internship] Tribal development resources unit
             Organisation :  Astha Sansthan, Udaipur 
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Name        :   Kriti Sharma
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University      :   University of Allahabad (Ewing Christian College) 
Email        :   sharmakriti949@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   9/20/1994.
Area of Interest   :   Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), Education, 
             Women empowerment & Environment.
Competency    :   Documentation, adaptability, learning ability, h              ard working     
             & a pragmatic attitude towards life.
Project        :   [Winter Internship] Baseline Household Survey & Data  
             entry under Unnat Bharat Abhiyan, a flagship programme  
             of MHRD, Government of India.
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             [Summer Internship]: Documentation for Village Action  
             Plan & Village Baseline Survey for Bread for World (BroT)  
             under Tribal Development Resource Unit (TDRU) 
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Name        :   Mahendra Pratap Singh
Qualification     :   B.Tech
University      :   G.B.T.U
Email        :   mahendrasingh4788@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   4/7/1988.
Area of Interest   :   MFI, Supply Chain Management, CSR, NGO
Competency    :   Documentation, communication, Teamwork
Project        :  [Winter Internship] Water and sanitation
             Organisation : PSI
             [Summer Internship] Agri business
             Organisation : Sewa international

Name        :   Chandrabhan prakash
Qualification     :   B.C.A
University      :   C.S.J.M Kanpur
Email        :   bhansdns31@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   7/5/1994.
Area of Interest   :   Microfinance, CSR, Skill development
Competency    :   Photography, good communication skill
Project        :   [Winter Internship] Market outlet survey (Gap and 
             Opportunity assessment)
             Organisation : People's science institute, Dehradun
             [Summer Internship] Education (Youth career counseling)
             Organisation :  PRAYAS , Gandhinagar Gujrat

Name        :   Devendra Tripathi 
Qualification     :   B.Sc.
University      :    Allahabad University 
Email        :   devsagar1008.tripathi@gmail.com 
Date of birth     :   12/28/1996.
Area of Interest   :   MFI, CSR, Skill Development 
Competency    :   Team work, adaptability
Project        :  [Winter Internship] SHG Model (conservation of natural 
             resources)
             Organisation : SHRAMYOG 
             [Summer Internship] : Critical analysis and scope of SHG    
             model
             Organisation : Shivalik Mercantile co-operative bank 

Name        :   Ishika Rai
Qualification     :   Bachelors in Business Administration 
University      :   Mahatma Gandhi Kashi  Vidyapeeth, Varanasi
Email        :   ishikas128@gmail.com 
Date of birth     :   10/3/1996.
Area of Interest   :   Microfinance, CSR, health, women empowerment 
Competency    :   Team work, hard working, ability to learn & co-ordinate,  
             flexibility
Project        :   [Winter Internship] Employee's provident fund
                (bonus and claim department)
             Organisation : Cashpor micro credit, Varanasi 
             [Summer Internship] Tribal development resources unit
             Organisation :  Astha Sansthan, Udaipur 
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Name        :   Neha Dubey
Qualification     :   Graduation
University      :   Allahabad University
Email        :   nehadubey9474@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   9/4/1995.
Area of Interest   :   MFI, CSR, Skill Development
Competency    :   Thinking clearly and analytically, leadership quality
Project        :  [Winter Internship]  Sociocracy, holocracy, non violence  
             communication and organic farming
             Organisation:  Ahimsagram (Jaipur)
             [Summer Internship] Livelihood and Education 
             Organisation : Shramyog (Delhi)

Name        :   Nirja Patel
Qualification     :   B.Com
University      :   University of Allahabad
Email        :   nirjagunjan@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   7/2/1994
Area of Interest   :   Micro finance, CSR, Livelihood, Planning, Education
Competency    :    Good coordinator, Self-disciplined, Positive attitude
Project        :  [Winter Internship] Livelihood planning 
             Organisation : People's Science Institute, Dehradun
             [Summer Internship] Project on Primary School teaching 
             academic
             Organisation : Prayas for sustainable development,  
              Gandhinagar, Gujrat.

Name        :   Pooja Kushwaha
Qualification     :   B.Com
University      :   University of Allahabad
Email        :   Poojakushwaha263@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   6/11/1995.
Area of Interest   :   CSR, Microfinance, Livelihood, Education, Women  
             empowerment, HR 
Competency    :   CCC, report writing, communication skill
Project        :  [Winter Internship]  Impact assessment of CORDET
             Organisation : Motilal Nehru farmers training institute  
             (CORDET), IFFCO, Phulpur, Allahabad
             [Summer Internship] Spring Shed Development
             Organisation : Shramyog, Uttrakhand

Name        :   Manisha Kumari
Qualification     :   B.A.
University      :    Allahabad University 
Email        :   manisha3108@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   8/31/1991.
Area of Interest   :   H. R. Management, Women Empowerment.
Competency    :   Documentation, Communication Skill, Team Leadership. 
Project        :   [Winter Internship] Non Violence Communication 
             Organisation : Ahimsagram, Jaipur. 
             [Summer Internship] Critical Analysis of SHGs
             Organisation : Shivalik Mercantile Cooperative Bank,  Noida 

Name        :   Manisha Prasad
Qualification     :   BBA (Hons)
University      :   Sam Higginbottom University of Agriculture, Technology  
             & Science
Email        :   kuhuchaudhary8@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   11/26/1994.
Area of Interest   :   Microfinance, CSR, Education, livelihood, Women 
             empowerment, HR
Competency    :   Report writing, Hard Working
Project        :  [Winter Internship] Impact Assessment of CORDET
             Organisation : Motilal Nehru Farmers Training Institutes 
             (CORDET),IFFCO,Phulpur, Allahabad
             [Summer Internship] Spring Shed Development
             Organisation : Shramyog, Uttrakhand

Name        :   Namrata Maurya
Qualification     :   Bachelor Of Engineering (Electrical Branch)
University      :   Rajiv Gandhi Proudyogiki Vishwavidyalaya, Bhopal.
Email        :   namrata2992@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   5/29/1992.
Area of Interest   :   CSR, Microfinance, Skill development
Competency    :   Good documentation & communication skill, Workaholic,  
             Open to learn, adaptability
Project        :  [Winter Internship]   Market outlet survey (Gap and  
             opportunity assessment)
             Organisation : People's Science Institute, Dehradun.                     
             [Summer Internship]  Youth career counseling
             Organisation :  PRAYAS- organisation for sustainable 
             development, Gandhinagar Gujarat.
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Project        :  [Winter Internship]   Market outlet survey (Gap and  
             opportunity assessment)
             Organisation : People's Science Institute, Dehradun.                     
             [Summer Internship]  Youth career counseling
             Organisation :  PRAYAS- organisation for sustainable 
             development, Gandhinagar Gujarat.
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Name        :   Rahul Sharma
Qualification     :   B.Sc 
University      :   Kanpur University
Email        :   errahulsharma639@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   4/16/1992.
Area of Interest   :   Micro Finance , CSR , Skill Development
Competency    :   Honest, Team work, Flexibility
Project        :  [Winter Internship] Women Empowerment and Livelihood
             Organisation :  Cashpor Micro Credit
             [Summer Internship] Revival of Springs
             Organisation Name :  People's Science Institute

Name        :   Rajul Koli
Qualification     :   B.Com
University      :   Jiwaji University Gwalior
Email        :   rajulkoli143@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   6/29/1996.
Area of Interest   :   Livelihood, women empowerment, education
Competency    :   Documentation,Team leader, communication skill
Project        :  [Winter Internship]  Swachh Bharat Mission
             Organisation : Janpad Panchayat, Chanderi (M.P.)
             [Summer Internship]  Weaver's development                         
             Organisation : Bunkar Vikas Sanstha (M.P.)

Name        :   Ramu Sachan
Qualification     :   B.Sc (Maths)
University      :   C.S.J.M. University Kanpur
Email        :   sachanramu7777@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   2/2/1998.
Area of Interest   :   Microfinance, CSR
Competency    :   Punctual, keen learner, team player
Project        :  [Summer Internship]  Interventions in livelihoods
             Organisation : People science institute, Dehradun

Name        :   Pratima Shukla
Qualification     :   B. Tech(ECE)
University      :   Sam Higginbottom University of  
             Agriculture, Technology and Sciences 
Email        :   Pratima.shukla5895@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   8/5/1995.
Area of Interest   :   Education , women and child development sector 
Competency    :   Adaptability , Interpersonal abilities
Project        :  [Winter Internship] Baseline Household Survey & Data  
             entry under 'Unnat Bharat Abhiyan', a flagship rogramme  
             of MHRD, Government of India.
             Organisation : Motilal Nehru National Institute of 
             Technology (MNNIT), Allahabad
             [Summer Internship] Baseline survey and documentation  
             for village action plan process under 'Tribal Development   
             Resource Unit'.
             Organisation : Astha, Udaipur 

Name        :   Pranjal Pandey
Qualification     :   B. Com
University      :   CSJM University
Email        :   pranjal.pandey1411@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   10/17/1997.
Area of Interest   :   MFI, Ngo, CSR
Competency    :   Good communication, documentation skills, Leadership  
             quality
Project        :  [Winter Internship]  Water and Sanitation
             Organisation Name :  People's science Institute
             [Summer Internship]  To Set up a Credit, Banking  
             Correspondent &  5S Model  of SCNL's Microfinance  
             business
             Organisation : Satin Creditcare Network Ltd.

Name        :   Pragya ojha
Qualification     :   B.Com
University      :   Mahatma Gandhi Kashi vidyapeth,Varanasi
Email        :   pragya0806@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   6/8/1996.
Area of Interest   :   Microfinance, CSR
Competency    :   Communication skills, learning ability, adaptability
Project        :  [Winter Internship]  Base line survey, livelihood planning
             Organisation : Peoples' science institute
             [Summer Internship] Need assessment for alternative  
             livelihood and energy intervention in the villages of     
             southern boundaries of Rajaji tiger reserve.
             Organisation : World wide fund, India
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Name        :   Pranjal Pandey
Qualification     :   B. Com
University      :   CSJM University
Email        :   pranjal.pandey1411@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   10/17/1997.
Area of Interest   :   MFI, Ngo, CSR
Competency    :   Good communication, documentation skills, Leadership  
             quality
Project        :  [Winter Internship]  Water and Sanitation
             Organisation Name :  People's science Institute
             [Summer Internship]  To Set up a Credit, Banking  
             Correspondent &  5S Model  of SCNL's Microfinance  
             business
             Organisation : Satin Creditcare Network Ltd.
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Name        :   Shivendra Singh
Qualification     :   BCOM
University      :   SHUATS
Email        :   coolshivendrapratapsingh@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   8/4/1996.
Project        :  [Summer Internship] Critical Analysis and Scope of SHG  
             Model Micro-finance
             Organisation : Shivalik Merchantile Cooperative Bank 

Name        :   Shagun Jain 
Qualification     :   Bachelor of Commerce 
University      :   University of Allahabad 
Email        :   shagunjain75@gmail.com 
Date of birth     :   4/1/1996.
Area of Interest   :   CSR, Skill development, Microfinance 
Competency    :   Leadership skills, teamwork, Adaptability 
Project        :  [Winter Internship]  Analyse the prospect and limitations  
             of              microfinance institutions 
             Organisation : Sonata Finance Private Limited 
             [Summer Internship] Interventions in livelihoods 
             Organisation : People Science Institute 

Name        :   Shraddha Shukla
Qualification     :   B.Sc (Bio)
University      :   University of Allahabad
Email        :   Shraddhashukla01@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   12/15/1994.
Area of Interest   :   Education, Health, livelihood and Woman Empowerment.
Competency    :   Effective communication and documentation skill and 
             Commitment to excellence.
Project        :  [Winter Internship]  Organizational Structure
             Organisation : CASHPOR Micro Credit (Varanasi)
             [Summer Internship]  Collective Action: Small holder  
             farmer capacities.
             Organisation : PSI, Dehradun

Name        :   Saumya Mishra
Qualification     :   B.A.
University      :   University of Allahabad
Email        :   saumyamishraau@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   11/22/1996.
Area of Interest   :   CSR, Microfinance, Livelihood, Education, Women 
             Empowerment, HR
Competency    :   CCC, Report Writing, Communication skill
Project        :  [Winter Internship]  Impact Assessment of CORDET 
             Organisation : Motilal Nehru Farmers Training 
             Institute, CORDET, IFFCO, Phulpur, Allahabad
             [Summer Internship]  Springshed Development
             Organisation :  Shramyog, Uttarakhand

Name        :   Sanjay kumar
Qualification     :   Post graduate
University      :   Nehru Gram Bharti University
Email        :   s.singh.kumar4@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   3/16/1991
Area of Interest   :   Women empowerment and environment  conservation 
Project        :  [Summer Internship]  Learn about  MFI
             Organisation : Shivalik bank

Name        :   Rishu Tripathi
Qualification     :   BBA
University      :   Birla Institute of Technology, Mesra, Ranchi
Email        :   tripathirishu1207@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   7/12/1996.
Project        :  [Summer Internship] Impact assessment of CSR activities
             Organisation : Indo Gulf Fertilizers, Jagdishpur (U.P.)
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Name        :    Tauseef Khan
Qualification     :    B.A.
University      :    University of Allahabad.
Email         :    khan.tauseef4@gmail.com
Date of birth     :    10/20/1989
Area of Interest   :    MFI, Livelihood , Community Mobilization and  
             Environment .
Competency     :    Teamwork, Responsibility & Commitment, Leadership.
Project        :  [Winter Internship]  Worked on the project of  Unnat  
             Bharat Abhiyaan, A MHRD, GOI Development Program, 
             as team leader.
             Organisation : Motilal Nehru National Institute Of               Technology, Allahabad
             [Summer Internship]  Worked with  IL & FS & Nalanda               Foundation 
             (Joint CSR) on Livelihood & Education for               slums, as well as worked   
             as consultant for Heifer International for their projects in State of    
             Orisha and               Rajasthan.
             Organisation :  'Shramyog', Dehradun, Uttarakhand.

Name        :    Utkarsh Paul
Qualification     :    B.Com
University      :    CSJM
Email         :    utkarsh.starlight@gmail.com
Date of birth     :    5/10/1995.
Area of Interest   :    Microfinance, CSR.
Competency     :    Responsible, Committed, Leadership, Good C             ommunication
Project        :   [Winter Internship]  Cause and effect relationship 
             Organisation :  Rashtriya Chemicals and Fertilizers
             [Summer Internship]  To understand and document the  
             geographical spread of  the FMCG retail shops. 
             2) Linkage of local producers to Local Consumers Link               the 
             retailers to the manufacturers taking loan under               S.V.E.P 
             Organisation : Uttar Pradesh State Rural Livelihood               Mission 
Work Experience   :    Assistant Manager (operations) In sahara adventure   
             sports   2)  Vice- President of Sports Promotion Board of 
             D.H.A, Junior reditor for National wheels online news 
             portal/ webzine.

Name        :   Vishal Kumar Verma
Qualification     :   B. Sc
University      :   Deen Dayal Upadhyay Gorakhpur University, Gorakhpur.
Email        :   vishalkrverma71@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   11/10/1996.
Area of Interest   :   Microfinance
Competency    :   Team work, communication skill
Project        :   [Winter Internship] Village Level Livelihood Development  
             Plan and Baseline survey on Pulse Production
             Organisation : People Science Institute, Dehradoon
             [Summer Internship] Critical Analysis and scope of SHG 
             Model
             Organisation : Shivalik Mercantile Co-operative Bank Ltd.

Name        :   Sudhakar Singh
Qualification     :   B.E.(Bachelor of Engineering)
University      :   RGPV Bhopal
Email        :   sudhakar061@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   3/31/1991.
Area of Interest   :   Livelihood, Micro finance, CSR, Water & Sanitation,
              Education
Competency:       PRA ( participatory rural appraisal), Group discussion,
               Household survey, Good documentation, Leadership,
              Motivation skills
Project        :  [Winter Internship]   Livelihood
             Organisation:People's Science Institute, Dehradun               (UK)
             [Summer Internship] Computer Based Female                 Literacy 
             Organisation : Prayas Organization Gandhinagar               
             (Gujarat)

Name        :   Shubham Tripathi
Qualification     :   Bachelor of Science
University      :   Allahabad University
Email        :   shubhamt418@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   7/4/1996
Area of Interest   :   CSR, Microfinance, 
Project        :  [Summer Internship]  Impact Assessment of CSR Activity
             Organisation :  Aditya Birla Group

Name        :   Siddhartha Pratap Singh
Qualification     :   Bachelor in Development Studies
University      :   University Of Allahabad
Email        :   siddhu3315@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   1/7/1997.
Area of Interest   :   MFI, Corporate Social Responsibility, Skill development
Competency    :   Leader, Team work, Innovativeness, Communication
Project        :  [Winter Internship]   Women Empowerment & Livelihood
             Organisation : Cashpor Micro Credit, Varanasi
             [Summer Internship] Revival of Spring
             Organisation : People's Science Institute, Dehradun,  
             Uttarakhand
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Name   Akhilesh Singh
Qualification   B.Tech. (EN)
University   Dr. A.P.J. Abdul  Kalam Technical 
University  
Born   05/11/1993
Email   akhil965477@gmail.com
Experience   11 months/Project Coordinator in 
Reliance Jio Haryana Circle for KJPL Electricals & 
innovation technologies

Name   Alok Kumar Singh
Qualification   B.A.   
University   University Of Allahabad
Born   13/08/1994
Email   aloksingh2369@gmail.com

Name   Amit Kumar Yadav
Qualification   B.A. 
University   C.S.J.M. University, Kanpur   
Born   01/08/1990
Email   akyadav.eng@gmail.com

Name   Anmol Chaddha
Qualification   B.A.
University   Ewing Christian College, Allahabad
Born   08/09/1996
Email   anmolchaddha50@gmail.com

Name   Ashutosh Kumar Singh
Qualification    B. Tech.  (Mech. Engg.)
University   UPTU
Born   23/08/1992
Email   ashutoshsingh890@gmail.com
Experience   2 Years Tafe- Tractors & Farm 
Eqipment Limited

Name   Ashutosh Mishra 
Qualification   B.Sc. (Bio)
University   C.S.J.M. University, Kanpur
Born   05/08/1996
Email   anshump130@gmail.com

Name   Ayushi Jaiswal
Qualification   B.Com.
University   University Of Allahabad
Born 24/02/1997
Email   Ayushijaiswal5712@gmail.com

Name   Gaurav Kumar Singh
Qualification   B.A.
University   V.B.P.S. University, Jaunpur
Born   07/09/1991
Email   1gaurav1singh@gmail.com

Name   Hari Om Pandey
Qualification    B.Tech. (Civil Engg.)
University   Dr. A.P.J. Abdul  Kalam Technical 
University
Born   08/07/1995
Email   hariompandeyce0033@gmail.com
Experience   3 Months Training As Site Engineer 
at Rudra Construction

Name   Himanshu Gupta 
Qualification   B.Com.
University   C.S.J.M. University, Kanpur
Born   20/07/1991 
Email   hg9856@gmail.com 
Experience   Karvy Data Management

Name   Jyoti Patel
Qualification   B.Com.
University   Delhi University
Born   04/07/1998
Email   jyotipatel0108@gmail.com

Name   Kishan Seth
Qualification   B.A.
University   V.B.S.P. University, Jaunpur 
Born   05/01/1995
Email   ghanshyamkishan59@gmail.com

Name   Lov kush Chaurasia
Qualification   B.Sc. AG
University   C.S.J.M. University, Kanpur
Born   12/09/1996
Email   lovkushk6@gmail.com

Name   Moksh Sharma
Qualification   B.C.A.
University   University Of Allahabad
Born   10/12/1995
Email   moksh10dec@gmail.com

Name   Namita Pandey 
Qualification   B.Com.
University   Delhi University
Born   17/02/1995
Email   pnamita95@gmail.com
Experience   ---

Name   Nitin Kumar Tiwari
Qualification   B.A.
University   University Of Allahabad
Born   23/07/1996
Email   tiwariji.nitin@rediffmail.com

Name        :    Vishal Sudarshan
Qualification     :   B.Com
University      :   TMBU(Bhagalpur)
Email        :   vishalsudarshan123@gmail.com
Date of birth     :   12/14/1991.
Area of Interest   :   MFI,CSR,NGO
Competency    :   Good documentation skill , communication skill, 
             teamworks
Project        :  [Summer Internship]  Critical analysis and Scope of SHG
             Organisation : Shivalik Bank

Name   Abhilekh Singh
Qualification   B.Com.
University   University Of Allahabad
Born   16/10/1997
Email   abhilekh.singh8787@gmail.com

Name   Abhishek Singh   
Qualification   B.Tech. (Electrical Engg.)
University   V.B.S. Purvanchal University
Born   26/01/1996
Email   abhishek26thakur@gmail.com

Name   Abhyuday Shukla
Qualification   B.Sc.  (Maths)
University   C.S.J.M. University, Kanpur 
Born   10/05/1995
Email   abshuklakhaga@gmail.com
Experience   Manav organisation 3 year as 
assistant

Name   Aditya Mishra
Qualification   B.Com.   
University   University Of Allahabad
Born   28/07/1997
Email   amtps6065@gmail.com

Name   Aditya saini
Qualification   B.Com.
University   University Of Allahabad
Born   10/07/1998
Email   aditya.saini116@gmail.com

Name   Ajay Singh 
Qualification   B.Com.
University   University Of Allahabad (ADC) 
Born   19/10/1997
Email   Ajayrao0532@gmail.com 

MBA-RD CLASS OF 2020
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Name   Tushar Chaudhary
Qualification   B.Com.
University   University Of Allahabad
Born   16/02/1998
Email   tusharc1998@gmail.com
Experience   Worked in Worries security services 
Pvt Ltd. for 3 months as Field manager

Name   Vaishnava Dwivedi
Qualification   B.Voc. (Food processing & 
Technology)
University    University Of Allahabad  
Born   26-08-1995
Email   Dwivedivaishnava@gmail.com

Name   Varsha Mishra
Qualification   M.SC. (Chemistry)
University   University Of Allahabad
Born   03/09/1992
Email   Vrsa022@gmail.com
Experience   Teaching, RS Global School

Name   Yashita Shukla
Qualification   B.Com.
University   University Of Allahabad
Born   12/10/1997
Email   yashitashukla111@gmail.com

Reaching Us Made Easy

The G.B. Pant Social Science Institute is 
located in Jhunsi, Allahabad. The Institute 
is:

Ÿ 10 km. from the main railway station, 
Allahabad Junction,

Ÿ 9 km. from Civil Lines Bus Stand,
Ÿ 15 km. from the Bamrauli Airport in 

Allahabad and
Ÿ 70 km. from Babatpur Airport in 

Varanasi.

Hospitality at the Institute

It will be our privilege to host the 
representatives of the recruiting 
organizations and provide all necessary 
assistance to make their stay comfortable 
in our Guest House. Pick up facility could 
be arranged for the visitors. Please let us 
know in advance.

CONTACTS

Director
Prof. Badri Narayan
Mobile: +91-9415237820
Tel. /Fax: 0532-2567802
E-mail: director@gbpssi.org.in 
Website: www.gbpssi.nic.in

Placement Officer
Dr. Rewa Singh
Mobile: +91-9415140816
Tel. /Fax: 0532 -2567802
E-mail: placement@gbpssi.org.in
            rewa.singh@yahoo.com

Summer Internship is scheduled from 
1st June to 1st August, 2019. 
For Summer Internship vacancies 
kindly contact the Placement Officer.

Name   Praveen Sahai
Qualification   B.B.A.
University   C.S.J.M. University, Kanpur
Born   21/08/1993
Email   sahai8867@gmail.com

Name   Pushpendra Pandey
Qualification   B.Com.
University   Lucknow  University
Born   11/01/1994
Email   sirpushpendra11@gmail.com

Name   Ragini Chaudhari 
Qualification   B.Com.
University   University Of Allahabad
Born   16/03/1998
Email   riyaragini14118@gmail.com

Name   Rahul Gautam
Qualification   B.D.S.
University    University Of Allahabad  
Born   28/10/1995
Email   gautamr00@gmail.com

Name   Rajan kumar
Qualification   B.Com.
University   University Of Allahabad
Born   30/05/1998
Email   rajang43@gmail.com

Name   Richa Arya
Qualification   M.Sc. (Food Technology)
University   Gorakhpur University
Born   30/11/1996
Email   richagargy3031@gmail.com
Experience   3 months training in quality control 
from central lab Patanjali herbal and food park pvt. 
Ltd. Haridwar

Name   Sandeep Kumar Kannowgiya
Qualification   B.Com.
University   University Of Allahabad
Born   02/01/1998
Email   s7408078180@gmail.com

Name   Santosh Yadav
Qualification   B.Com.
University   University Of Allahabad
Born   08/09/1996
Email   santoshyadav81096@gmail.com

Name   Satyam Sharma
Qualification   B.Sc. (Math)
University   C.S.J.M. University, Kanpur
Born   18/10/1998
Email   rjsatyamsen@gmail.com

Name   Saurabh Yadav
Qualification   B.Tech. (Instrumentation Engg.)
University   Bundelkhand University
Born   31/07/1993
Email   yadavksaurabh@gmail.com

Name   Shubh Varshney
Qualification   B.Com.
University   M.J.P.R.University, Bareily 
Born   10/07/1999
Email   Shubhvarshney69@gmail.com
Experience   3 years works experience work of 
accounting and computer opreator paper pack 
agency, supply office, ankur agency

Name   Shubham Kumar
Qualification   B.B.A.
University   Patna University
Born   14/12/1994
Email   shubhamkumar7205@gmail.com

Name   Shubhangi Krishna 
Qualification   B.Tech.
University   Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam Technical 
University
Born   09/07/1996
Email   shubhangics0062@gmail.com

Name   Shubhendu Yadav
Qualification   B.Tech. (Mech. Engg.)
University   Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam Technical 
University
Born   05/04/1996
Email   shubhendu0@gmail.com

Name   Sudha Singh
Qualification   B.Sc. (Math)
University   E.C.C. (University Of Allahabad)
Born   08/08/1994
Email   sudha.singhjnv@gmail.com

Name   Sumit Kumar Gupta
Qualification   B.A.
University   SHIATS, Allahabad
Born   14/03/1996
Email   gsumit065@gmail.com
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List Of Committees
 

Placement Committee

1. Namrata Maurya- Class of 2019  
2. Shraddha Shuka- Class of 2019
3. Tauseef Khan- Class of 2019
4. Ashwani Kumar Pandey- Class of 2019
5. Kriti Sharma- Class of 2019
6. Hariom Panday - Class of 2020
7. Aditya Saini- Class of 2020

Cultural Committee

1. Abhishek Yadav
2.Ankita Kumari Singh
3.Ankita Singh
4.Nirja Patel
4.Utkarsh paul

Sports Committee

1.Abhishek Tiwari
2.Ishika Rai
3. Pratima Shukla
4. Rahul Sharma

Alumni Committee

1.Pranjal Panday
2.Chandrabhan
3.Sudhakar Singh
4.Vishal Verma
5.Amulya Sinha
6.Namrata Maurya
7.Nirja Patel
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G.B. Pant Social Science Institute

www.gbpssi.in

Jhusi, Prayagraj - 211019
Uttar Pradesh, INDIA
Phone: 0532-2569206 (Director) 
Phones: EPABX: 0532-2567516, 2569298, 2567802
Fax: 0532-2569214  
E-mail: director@gbpssi.org.in


